
INJECTIVE HULLS OF STONE ALGEBRAS

H. LAKSER1

1. Introduction. R. Balbes and G. Gratzer [l ] characterized injec-

tive Stone algebras. The purpose of this paper is to extend their

results by characterizing injective hulls of Stone algebras (Theorem

3). In the process we also characterize essential extensions of Stone

algebras (Theorem 1) and present a new proof of a characterization

of injective Stone algebras given in [l]. The methods of this paper

are based on the "triple" associated with a Stone algebra as developed

by C. C. Chen and G. Gratzer [3].

2. The triple. In this section we recall several results of C. C. Chen

and G. Gratzer [3]. Let (S; A, V, *, 0, 1), henceforth more briefly S,

be a Stone algebra [2, p. 130]. The center of S, C(S), is the set

of complemented elements of 5 and so can be described as C(S)

= {x*\x£.S}; the set of dense elements D(S) is {xG«S|x* = 0|. Both

C(S) and D(S) are sublattices of S, C(S) is a Boolean algebra, and

D(S) is a distributive lattice with 1. A lattice homomorphism between

lattices with 0, 1 that preserves 0 and 1 is said to be an e-homomor-

phism. Let 3D(7.) denote the lattice of dual ideals of the lattice L,

ordered by set inclusion. With each Stone algebra 5 we associate an

e-homomorphism 4>(S)' C(S)—>£)(D(S)) defined by

**CS) = {yED(S)\y^x*}.

A triple (C, D, <j>) consists of a Boolean algebra C, a distributive lattice

D with 1, and an e-homomorphism <p: C—*£>(7>). The main result of

[3] is that there is a one-to-one correspondence between Stone alge-

bras Sand triples (C, D, cp) such that C=C(S), D = D(S) and<p =<p(S).

Let (C, D, <p) and (G, D\, <pi) be triples, letfi'.C—*Ci be a homo-

morphism of Boolean algebras, and let/2: D—>Di be a homomorphism

of lattices preserving 1. The pair (/i,/2) is said to be a homomorphism

from the triple (C, D, <p) to the triple (G, Di, <pi) if it satisfies the

relation

(1) xcbf2 C! xfiqbi,    for all x G C.

Let (C, D, <p) be a triple, let 7 be an ideal of C, and let 0 be a congru-
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ence of D. The pair (/, ©) is said to be a congruence of the triple

(C, D, <j>) if it satisfies the relation

(2) x<b C [1]6,    for all x E I.

([l]0 denotes the congruence class of 1 under the congruence 0.)

Theorem A [3]. The correspondence that assigns to f the pair

(/| C(S),f\ D(S)) is a one-to-one correspondence between homomorphisms

f: S—>5i of Stone algebras and homomorphisms (/i,/2) of the correspond-

ing triples. The homomorphism f is one-to-one (onto) if and only if both

/1 and/2 are one-to-one (onto).

Corollary. The correspondence that assigns to a congruence $ of a

Stone algebra S the pair {I, 0), where I is the ideal determining $c<.sy

($ restricted to C(S)) and 0 is $s(S). is a one-to-one correspondence

between congruences of Stone algebras and congruences of the corre-

sponding triples.

3. Essential extensions. Given any algebra A we use a to denote

the congruence on A determined by

x = y(cd)    if and only if x = y.

Let B be an algebra and let A be a subalgebra of B. The algebra B is

said to be an essential extension of A if, for each congruence 0 of

B, 0x=w implies 0=co.

If (C, D, <p) is the triple associated with the Stone algebra 5 then

the ideal [l)c5_1 of C is denoted by R(S) and its pseudo-complemen-

tary ideal by K(S); that is, K(S) = [xEC\ (x]n>R(S) = (0]}.

Theorem 1. Let the Stone algebra Sj be an extension of the Stone

Algebra S. Then Si is an essential extension of S if and only if the fol-

lowing two conditions hold:

(i) the extension D(Si) of D(S) is essential;

(ii) the extension C(Si)/K(Si) of C(S)/(K(Si)r\C(S)) is essential.

Proof. We first establish the necessity of the two conditions. Let

0 be a congruence of D(Si) and let 0d(s) =w. The pair ((0], 0) satis-

fies (2) and so determines a congruence <£ of Si. By the second half of

Theorem A, $s=<0. Consequently <P=co; thus 0=a>, establishing

condition (i).

To establish condition (ii), let I be an ideal of C(Si) and let IC\C(S)

QK(Si). Let J = ir\R(Si). The pair (/, u) satisfies (2) and so deter-
mines a congruence $ on Si. It follows that $s=w since J(~\C(S)
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QK(Si)r\R(Si) = (0]. Thus $=co, that is, 7=(0]. Consequently

IQK(Si), establishing condition (ii).

We now establish the sufficiency of the conditions. Let (7, 0) be a

congruence of the triple (C(Si), D(Si), tp(Si)) and let If~\C(S) = (0],

©z>(S)=«. Then, by condition (i), 0=w. Thus, by (2), IQR(Si).

Since 7HC(5) = (0] condition (ii) implies that IQK(Si); conse-

quently IQR(Si)r\K(Si) = (0]. The conclusion that (7, 0) = <(0], a)

establishes that Si is an essential extension of S, completing the proof

of the theorem.

We now digress briefly to comment upon the relationship between

K(S) and K(Si) if Si is an arbitrary extension of 5. In general there

is no inclusion relation in either direction between K(S) and K(Si)

(~\C(S). We present two examples to illustrate this.

Let 5= JO, 1} and Si= {0, a, 1} be the two- and three-element

chains. Both S and Si are Stone algebras and Si is an extension of 5.

Now C(S) = C(Si)={0, 1], K(S) = (0], and X(5i) = (l]. Thus
K(Si)r\C(S)£K(S).

On the other hand, let 5 be represented by the triple (C, D, <p)

where C is the Boolean algebra 22, D is the two-element chain 2, and

<j> is defined as (0, x)cp= [l), (1, x)0 = [0), *G {0, l}. Let Si be repre-

sented by the triple (Ci, A,<Ai) where G = 23, 7>i = 2,and0i is given by

(x, y, O)0i= [l), (x, y, l)0i= [0),x, yG {0, l}. Let ti'.C—*Ci be defined
as <0, 0>'i = (0, 0, 0), (0, l)ii = (0, 1, 0>, (1, 0)ti = (l, 0, 1), (1, l)n
= (1, 1, 1), and let i2: D—*Di be the identity. The pair (ix, i2) is a

one-to-one homomorphism of triples, K(Si) — ({0, 0, 1)], and K(S)

= «1, 0)]. Consequently K(Si)C\C(S) = ((0, 0)\, providing an ex-

ample in which K(S)%K(Si)C\C(S).

However, if Si is an essential extension of S we have

Theorem 2. Let the Stone algebra Si be an essential extension of the

Stone algebra S. Then K(Si)C\C(S) = K(S), and so C(Si)/K(Si) is an

essential extension of C(S)/K(S).

Proof. Given a Stone algebra 5 and an element a^C(S) we recall

the homomorphism pa:D(S)—>D(S) given by xpa = x\/a* (the join

in S). The mapping pa is a retraction onto a<p(S) and, since x\/a* = x

if and only if x\/a = 1 (a* is the complement of a), pa is the identity

mapping if and only if a*E.R(S). If Si is an extension of S then pa on

D(Si) is an extension of pa on D(S) for all a(EC(S). Consequently, if

D(Si) is an essential extension of D(S) then R(S)QR(Si). Thus

K(Si)nC(S)QK(S).
Now let 7 be the ideal in C(Si) generated by K(S). Then

7 n R(si) r\ c(s) c r(s) r\ k(s) = (o]
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since R(Si)r\C(S)QR(S) whether or not the extension Si is essential.

Thus, by condition (ii) of Theorem 1, ir\R(Si)QK(Si) and so

IQK(Si). Consequently, if Si is an essential extension of S then

K(S) =K(Si)r\C(S). The rest of the theorem follows from Theorem 1.

4. The injective hull. An extension of an algebra is said to be an

injective hull of the algebra if it is an essential injective extension. It

follows from general considerations that any two injective hulls of a

algebra are isomorphic over the algebra; we shall consequently refer

to "the" injective hull of an algebra.

Let B be a Boolean algebra. The Stone algebra Bl® was introduced

by R. Balbes and G. Gratzer [l]. B[® is the sublattice of B2 consisting

of those pairs (x, y) such that x^y; in B[21 (x, y)* = (y', y'). There

are mappings pi, p2: Blti—*B, where (*i, Xt)pi=Xi. The mapping pi is

an e-homomorphism and p2 is a homomorphism of Stone algebras.

We shall need the following result of [l]. We present a new proof

that seems to be more direct than the original.

Lemma 1 [l ]. Let B0, Bi be complete Boolean algebras. Then B0XBi[2]

is an injective Stone algebra.

Proof. Let S be a Stone algebra, let B be a Boolean algebra, and

let /: S—*B be an e-homomorphism of lattices. The mapping f".S

—*Bl2], defined by xf" = (xf, x**f), is then a homomorphism of Stone

algebras. If F:S—>Bl2] is a homomorphism of Stone algebras then

F=(Fpi)', and if /: S—*B is an e-homomorphism of lattices then

f=f'pi- The correspondence a thus establishes a one-to-one corre-

spondence between e-homomorphisms from S to B and homomor-

phisms of Stone algebras from S to B[2i.

Now let B be a complete Boolean algebra, let F:S—*Blti be a

homomorphism of Stone algebras, and let Si be an extension of S.

Since, by P. R. Halmos [5, p. 143] and the results of G. Gratzer and

E. T. Schmidt [4], B is an injective distributive lattice, the e-homo-

morphism Fopi'.S-^B has an extension fi'.Si-^B. The homomor-

phism of Stone algebras /,: Si—*Blil is then an extension of F; thus

Bm is injective.

If B is a complete Boolean algebra then the homomorphism of

Stone algebras p2'.Bl2]—*B, along with the embedding of B into Blii

that sends xEB to (x, x), establishes that B is isomorphic to a re-

tract of B[2] and so is itself an injective Stone algebra.

The lemma now follows, since the direct product of injective

algebras is injective.

We also need the following lemma.

Lemma 2. Let D be a distributive lattice with 1, let Dd be the lattice of
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principal dual ideals of D, and let 2D' be the sublattice of 2D(F>) (the

lattice of dual ideals) generated by Dd and the center of £>(D). Then 3D'

is an essential extension of Dd.

Proof. Let 0 be a congruence of 2D' whose restriction to Dd is co.

Let di, d2£ay, let di^dit and let d1=di(@). Let xEd2. Then [x)
= [x)Ad2= [x)Adi(&). As observed in [3], the intersection of a

complemented dual ideal and a principal dual ideal is principal. Thus,

by the distributivity of 2D(Z>), 2D'= { [x)\/d\xED, d in the center

of 2D(Z?)}. Consequently [x)A^i is principal, and so [x)=[x)A^i-

We conclude that xEdi and thus <ii = d2, demonstrating that 0=w.

The lemma is consequently proved.

Theorem 3. Let S be a Stone algebra. The injective hull of S is iso-

morphic to BoXBi1® where B0 is the completion of C(S)/K(S) and Bi

is the completion of the Boolean algebra generated by D(S).

Proof. For the sake of brevity we write the triple associated with

Sas (C,D,<b). The triple associated with B0XBi™ is (BoXBuBi,4>i)

where (xo, Xi)<j>i = [xi). We construct an embedding (t'i, it) of (C, D, <p)

into (BoXBi, Bu <pi). The e-homomorphism i2 is the embedding of D

into Bi.

We now define ii. 2?t is the injective hull of D and so B\, the dual

of Bx, is the injective hull of Dd. Let /: 2D'->£? be defined by df

= V(ii2), the V taken in B\. Since/| Dd is one-to-one, Lemma 2 implies

that/ is one-to-one; consequently, /':2D'—>.Bi, defined by df' = (df)'

= (A(dii))' (A in Bi), is one-to-one. Let qi: C—^Bi be defined by

xqi = (I\(x<pi2))'■ Since x<p is in the center of 2D(£>) it follows that

xqi = x<pf ad thus Ogi"1 = i?(S). Let q0:C^B0 be the composition of

the natural homomorphism C^>C/K(S) and the embedding of

C/K(S) into Bo; then Og0"'=^(S). We define if. C-+B0XB1 by

requiring that xii = (xq0, xqi). Since 0q0~1r\0qi 1 = K(S)C\R(S) = (0],

it follows that ii is an embedding of Boolean algebras.

Let xEC; then xivtbi= [(xqi)') = [A (x0f2)). Thus x<f>i2Qxii4>i, and

we conclude that (ii, i2) is a homomorphism of triples. Since both ii

and i2 are one-to-one, (t'i, i2) yields an embedding of S into BoXBxl2].

We now observe that

K(Bo X Bi]) = OXBiQB0XBi.

For each xEC, xhEK(B0XBi121) if and only if xq0 = 0, that is, if and

only if xEK(S). Thus

121
K(B0 X Bi  ) C\ Ch = K(S)ii,
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and, by the definition of B0, it follows that B0 = (B0XBi)/K(B0XBi^)
is an essential extension of Cii/(K(B0XBil2])r^Cii). Since, as ob-

served above, Bi is an essential extension of D we conclude by The-

orem 1 that B0X.Bil2] is an essential extension of 5 under the embed-

ding determined by {ii, i2). The theorem then follows by Lemma 1.

Corollary [l]. A Stone algebra is injective if and only if it is iso-

morphic to BoXBi[2], where B0 and Bi are complete Boolean algebras.
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